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The MPC 476 Grange Observatory

o Established in 1993 on a private home in Bussoleno ‘Grange’ suburb

o The first fixed telescope was a 150 mm Newton reflector for 
characterizing the observing site (quite dark, but often windy)

o The main telescope is an homemade Newton-Cassegrain 300 mm

o In May 1995 the Grange Obs. was granted by Minor Planet 
Center of the code MPC 476 for NEA positions within 0.5 as

o In 1996/97 a campaign on NEA (433) Eros for orbit refinement 
was conducted prior to the 2001 NEAR-Shoemaker probe landing

o Nowadays the typical error in positional astrometry (ICRS) equals 
the star catalogue used (UCAC 4) minimum scatter of 70 mas



LIMIT MAGNITUDE

The Grange Obs. 300 mm telescope is in service for more than 20 years, and
always had CCDs at the focal plane for measuring NEAs positions then their
orbits. The limit magnitude grew up in the years due to the electronic devices
progress and to the data post-processing techniques (nowadays mostly
automated).

640 s exposure of the 300 mm Newton telescope

with a DSLR Nikon D3000

1993   magn.  14

1997   magn.  16

2001 magn. 17

2009   magn.  19

2014   magn.  20+

The limit magnitude

depends on seeing

(better FWHM ~2 as)



ASTROMETRIC MEASURES

A measure of NEA (4401) Aditi closing to Earth; on October 24th, 2013 its
speed amongst the fixed stars was equal to 4 as/minute

Screenshot of the ASTROMETRICA program



PHOTOMETRIC STUDIES 

Photometry is performed at the Grange Obs. using Sloan SSDS and Johnson
standard filters, which have been engineered and produced in the optical and
mechanical laboratory below the observing facility. The observatory sells compete
photometric sets or single filters to scientific institutions and private ventures.

Standard color index versus 
magnitude errors plots for 
Johnson and Sloan SSDS 
filters produced at the 
Grange Obs.

The points represent 
reference stars in 
photometric sky areas, such 
as Landolt zones or using the 
AAVSO APASS catalogue.

Photometry can perform low 
resolution spectrometry of 
astronomical objects. 



PHOTOMETRIC STUDIES (2) 

The photometric filter sets used at the Grange Obs.

Johnson standard

Sloan SSDS standard



A current view of the Grange Observatory: the 300 mm Newton reflector has a Sloan 
SSDS u’ g’ r’ i’ z’ fast photometer and a piggyback 140 mm astrograph is feeding a 

Johnson BVRI photometer plus the guiding port of the main telescope.

An 80 mm UV solar telescope competes the observatory instrumental layout.



A typical image of the 80 mm UV solar telescope with an homemade 397 nm 
sandwich filter with a 3 nm FWHM, very close to the Calcium H absorption line; 

brilliant plages crossing the sunspots and Sun granulation are clearly visible



CONCLUSIONS

The technical and scientific assets of the observatory are:

o Astrometry

o Photometry

o Low resolution spectrometry

o Exoplanets observation

o Solar UV imaging

The Grange Observatory for more than 20 years made autonomous edge
researches on fundamental astronomy and contributed to scientific
publications; the instruments of the observatory can measure the precise
positions, the distance, the temperature, the chemical composition of the
stars and recently added the capability of detecting exoplanets around
them.
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